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Abstract
Soft-bodied robotics represents an exciting new frontier with the potential to enable tasks that
humans can’t do due to space, environmental, or safety limitations. Much work has been done
towards mimicking biological systems in the control and design of crawling soft-bodied robots.
A numerical model is proposed that adapts analysis conducted previously by Schuldt et al. to a
wider variety of terrain, and in particular to crawling on non-planar substrates. Matlab
Simulation results show the model crawls just as robustly in non-planar environments as in the
planar ones investigated in prior work.
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1. Introduction
A. Motivation
It is in uncontrolled environments that the next big gains from robotic innovation will
come. Robots can be used to perform operations in areas that are inhospitable to human
activity, which could occur due to the presence of hazardous materials, threat of violence from
animals or hostile groups, possibility of collapse or explosion, etc. Further, there is the
possibility to use them in environments too small for humans to enter, such as confined spaces
caused by man-made or natural catastrophes, industrial machinery, smaller sections of
structures, and even inside the human body for diagnostics or treatments.1 The challenge
becomes accomplishing these varied tasks with minimal energy use but maximum structural
flexibility as well as navigational and locomotive capabilities.
Soft-bodied robotics represents an exciting new avenue for accomplishing many of
these goals. Soft bodies offer a number of advantages over conventional materials, such as
rigid metals and plastics. These include higher capabilities in confined spaces (particularly those
that vary in size and shape, such as a collapsed building), as well as better safety when
interacting with biological systems (such as performing diagnostic imaging on a human
patient).2 While almost all tissue in the body is soft, medical instruments are, for the most part,
hard. This lack of compatibility can lead to injuries. One such example is bowel perforations
caused by the introduction of a rigid endoscope into the soft bowel tissue.2 There are also
applications for soft-body robotics within medical rehabilitation through the use of wearable
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robots.3 While the need for and benefit of soft-body robotics is well-demonstrated, there is still
much work to be done to make their wide-spread use a reality.

B. Prior Work
The research required to make soft-body robotics possible addresses a number of interrelated challenges. Some of these challenges include design, fabrication, sensing, control,
navigation, actuation, and locomotion. To meet these challenges, much effort has been
focused on developing soft-body robots that mimic real-life animals. Recent work has included
the development of soft-body robotic systems inspired by organisms such as octopuses,
jellyfish, snakes, and caterpillars, among others.1
Locomotion in soft-bodied robots presents a number of challenges, the majority stem
from the decreased (or altogether absent) ability of soft materials to transmit forces in the way
hard materials do. The proposed techniques to achieve soft-bodied locomotion are varied.
Worm-like actuation has been achieved through use of dielectric elastomers1,4 and shapememory actuators.1,5 Other work has focused on mimicking the octopus’ unique ability to vary
the stiffness of its arms while remaining pliable.1,6,7 Fish-like robots have been developed
utilizing fluidic actuators.1,8 Rolling1,9, 10 and quadrupedal1,11 motion have also been examined.
Onal and Rus utilized four bidirectional fluidic elastomer actuators to power a snake-like robot
through a retrograde (fore to aft) curvature wave.1,12 Other work has focused on ideas as novel
as combustion to power soft-robot locomotion.13
Caterpillars have been identified as an interesting model for soft-body robots due to
their ability to travel over varied and difficult terrain. This terrain includes confined spaces,
compliant surfaces, and vertical and inverted terrain.14 Further, caterpillar gait is kinematically
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consistent, whether the caterpillar is crawling on horizontal or vertical terrain.15 This ability
exists throughout numerous stages of caterpillar development, even when they undergo
significant growth (sometimes as much as 10,000 fold).16,17,13 This locomotion occurs despite
the lack of a coordinated central nervous system or rigid skeleton (prior work has shown that
caterpillars transmit forces through the substrate, forming a so-called “environmental
skeleton”).18
Locomotion is achieved through the use of grippers known as crochets (referencing
Figure 1, the crochets are visible on the side of the caterpillar attached to the leaf). A
caterpillar’s crochets are located on each of their main body segments, known as abdominal
prolegs (these segments are visible in figure 1, but will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter
2A).13,19 These crochets passively attach to any surface with which they come into contact. This
contributes to a caterpillar’s ability to traverse vertical and inverted surfaces with very little
energy use.13,20 Thus, developing a caterpillar-like soft-bodied robot is contingent on
developing a robust method for controlling its crochets. Schuldt et. al adapted a model21,22 for
simulating intersegment dynamics of a snake in order to examine how a caterpillar’s gait could
be mimicked with a reflex-based, local-sensing control model (although there are some key
differences between a snake and a caterpillar, namely the lack of crochets).13 Their model,
which will be describe in detail in chapter 2a, represents a caterpillar-like soft-bodied robot as a
series of masses linked by springs, dampers, and muscles which crawls through the use of
muscles and grippers. Their work demonstrated that such a model could provide for robust
locomotion on a flat or inclined plane.

C. Knowledge Gap
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Schuldt’s work provides a novel template on which to model a soft-bodied caterpillarlike robot. Further, he demonstrated that such a template could provide for a regular and
repeatable gait over a wide range of system parameters. However, his work stopped short of
demonstrating crawling capabilities over non-planar terrain. The notion that the earth,
particularly the ecosystems in which caterpillars live, is non-planar is fairly intuitive (see Figures
1 and 2). And while some man-made environments (such as a building) may have more
uniform planar environments, the fact remains that, even in man-made environments, a robot
will have to transition between planar zones. Two hypothetical environments where a softbodied robot might need to operate include an urban search and rescue environment (Figure 3)
and a human colon (Figure 4).

Figure 1 Caterpillar crawling on leaf (source:www.absfreepic.com under Creative Commons 0 License)23

Figure 2 Caterpillar transitioning from one branch segment to another (source:www.absfreepic.com
under Creative Commons 0 License)24
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Figure 3 Exterior view of 9/11 rubble showing angulated, irregular debris (source: National Archives and
Records Administration)25

Figure 4 Colonoscopy procedure showing the geometry challenges involved
(source:commons.wikimedia.org under Creative Commons By Standard Attribution License) 26

D. Contributions
The challenge then becomes how to adapt Schuldt’s model for travel in non-planar
environments. There are theoretically an infinite number of terrain combinations over which a
caterpillar or so-inspired robot could travel. Of course, simulating travel in every conceivable
environment (with widely varying geometries) is impractical. Instead, this thesis proposes
nonplanar environments can be well modelled by examining how effectively the caterpillar can
transition between two planar surfaces, similar to the behavior shown in Figure 2. It is
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hypothesized that the transition zone between the two planes can be modelled as
geometrically similar to a circle.
As will be discussed in chapter 2a, Schuldt models caterpillar gait one-dimensionally,
with compression taking the place of the vertical displacement typically seen in real-life
caterpillars (this adaptation will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2A). This makes its
adaptation to curved terrain non-intuitive. This thesis proposes that the terrain can be
“flattened” by applying the curved terrain’s biggest effects (gravity and curl of the caterpillar’s
body) to the same model Schuldt uses. Like Schuldt’s model, travel will be expressed in onedimension displacement and velocity. Unlike his, however, linear displacement will represent
circumferential travel around a curved course. If a steady gait is observed (albeit with some
more irregularities due to the curved terrain), that gait will be deemed successful. If successful
gait is observed over a wide range of system design parameters, then the controller can be
described as robust.
The focus of this work is to adapt Schuldt’s model and assess the robustness of reflexbased gait in curved terrain. Specifically, this dissertation presents two contributions:
1. Proposed that crawling on non-planar terrain can be modelled one-dimensionally by
accounting for changing gravity and body distortion from curling.
2. Demonstrated, utilizing this non-planar model, that reflex-based crawling can be robust
on a wide array of non-planar terrain.

E. Guide
The end-goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that Schuldt’s model can provide for robust
locomotion in varied terrain. To this end, a computational code was written in Matlab to
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simulate the crawl of a similarly-modeled robot. The remainder of the thesis details modeling
and simulation tools, as well as their application to investigate robustness to different design
and environmental parameters.
•

Chapter 2 describes the development of the models and code utilized to movement on
planar terrain. The algorithm is validated by comparison to Schuldt’s prior results.

•

Chapter 3 discusses the novel contributions of this thesis. It discusses the proposals
outlined in the contribution 1 and discusses the steps necessary towards adapting the
model to crawl over curved terrain. It is broken up into two subsections: “gravity” and
“geometry.” The gravity subsection looks at the implications of modifying the value of
nondimensional gravity term in the governing equations. The geometry subsection
examines the limitations of robot geometry on its ability to transition quickly between
two planar environments (i.e. travel through a tight corner). Key to this analysis is the
robot’s ability to continue travel without all crochets able to attach. Both subsections
apply simulations to determine robustness.

The thesis ends with a concluding chapter summarizing its results and contributions. An
appendix highlighting the code utilized follows.
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2. Methods
To understand Schuldt’s methods fully and to expand on them, a new simulation code
was written. This section describes Schuldt’s original model in detail and then outlines the
methods used for simulation. Code validation is performed by comparing results of the new
simulation code to the outputs from Schuldt’s original code for crawling on flat or inclined
terrain.

A. Schuldt’s Model
Schuldt bases his model13 on caterpillar anatomy by abstracting it into six body
segments shown in figure 5. At the front or anterior end of a caterpillar is a series of segments
known as the thorax. The model abstracts the thorax into a single lumped mass. Immediately
to the rear of the thorax are four identical abdominal segments known by biologists as A3, A4,
A5, and A6. At the rear or posterior is an additional segment known as the terminal proleg (TP).
Together the lumped thorax, four abdominal segments and the terminal proleg are the six
segments considered in Schuldt’s model.
For the purposes of the describing each segment’s displacement, the model defines a
point on each segment. The points are labeled P0 (for the thorax) through P5 (for the terminal
proleg). Note that the numbering scheme used for dynamic modeling (segments indexed 0
through 5) is different from the numbering scheme used by biologists (e.g., abdominal
segments A3 through A6). In the model, segments are linked by a series of springs, dampers, and
muscles (Figure 6). Among the six segments present in the model, the thorax is unique in that
it lacks a crochet, the gripper that allows the caterpillar to crawl. The practical implication of
this is that the thorax can’t anchor itself, and is assumed to be free to move back and forth
8

during simulated motion. Further, while there is a spring and a damper between the thorax
and abdomen, no muscle is modeled at this connection.i Each segment is assigned an equal
mass m and rest length 𝑙 (in this model, the segments are represented as point masses
collocated with its crochet; the rest length represents the distance between two crochets).
While the thorax is significantly larger than the other segments in actuality, it is assigned these
same characteristics for simplicity.

Figure 5 Anatomical diagram of the caterpillar with segment labels and incline label (modified public
domain image from commons.wikipedia.org) 27

i

Despite this, Schuldt does, in fact, plot muscle 1, although he assumes it to play no role. No
such muscle will be plotted in this thesis.
9

Figure 6 Free-body diagram showing forces acting on each abdominal segment. The lower two arrows
with the dots represent the muscles, with the spring and dampers shown on the middle nad top arrows,
respectviely. When the crochet is engaged, it exerts a force sufficient to restrict segment acceleration to
01

For the non-boundary segments, dynamics are dictated by a force balance between the
springs, dampers, and muscles fore and aft of a given segment. The spring force for a given
segment i is defined by:
(1)

𝐹01 = −𝑘1 𝑙1 − 𝑙 = −𝑘1 𝑝1 − 𝑝167 − 𝑙

(1)

where ki is the spring rate, modelling the elasticity of each body segment. The damper force is
similarly defined by:
(2)

𝐹81 = −𝑐1

8:;
8<

= −𝑐1 𝑣1 − 𝑣167 ,

(2)

where ci is the damping coefficient. Finally, the muscle force is defined by a step input:
(3)

𝐹>1 =

0 𝜙1 = 0
𝐴 1 𝜙1 = 1

(3)

where Ai is the magnitude of the muscle force and 𝜙1 = 1 indicates that the referenced
segment’s muscle is activated. Thus, the dynamic equation for a given body segment can be
represented by:
(4)

𝑚𝑝1 = 𝐹01 − 𝐹01E7 + 𝐹81 − 𝐹81E7 + 𝐹>1 − 𝐹>1E7 + 𝜅1 − 𝑚𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 .
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(4)

where 𝜅1 represents the force exerted by the crochet and 𝜃 represents the incline encountered
by the caterpillar, as shown in Figure 5. The relationships between the fore/aft spring and
damper forces can be simplified by using a discrete Laplacian operator (∇N ):
∇N 𝑝1 = −𝑝1E7 + 2𝑝1 − 𝑝167

(5)

∇N 𝑝Q = −𝑝1E7 + 2𝑝1 − 𝑝167 .

(6)

(5)

Applying the Laplacian and assuming constant damping and spring coefficients as well as
muscle force magnitudes between all segments (except at the junction between the abdomen
and thorax) simplifies equation 4 to:
(7)

𝑝1 = −

R
>

∇N 𝑝Q −

S
>

∇N 𝑝1 +

T
>

𝜙167 − 𝜙1 +

U;
>

(7)

− 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 .

In order to reduce the number of parameters considered in evaluating robustness, Schuldt
introduced the following non-dimensional parameters:
(8)
(9)
(10)

𝜁=
ℊ=

R

(8)

N >S

>X01Y Z

𝐾=

(9)

T
U
T

(10)

Utilizing these non-dimensional parameters, equation 7 becomes:
(11)

𝑥Q = −2𝜁∇N 𝑥Q − ∇N 𝑥1 + 𝜙1 + 𝜙1E7 − ℊ − 𝐾1 .

(11)

As described later, the gripper force acts as a constraint rather than a force when engaged.
Conversely, it can be assumed to be zero if the gripper is free. Eliminating the gripper force Ki
from equation 11, only two dimensionless parameters remain, the damping ratio 𝜁 and the
dimensionless gravity ℊ. Thus, not including parameters used for control, only two parameters
need to be varied to assess the robustness of the baseline crawling model.
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It should be noted that the thoracic segment has a slightly different governing equation.
Because the thoracic mass lacks a crochet and cannot anchor itself, and because there is no
muscle force between it and A3, the thoracic mass effectively exists as a push cart (as in it is
“pushed” by the segment behind it and doesn’t provide any motivating force to the segments
behind it) on the front of the system. For this reason, the governing equation for A0 is:
(12)

𝑥 = 2𝜁 𝑥7 − 𝑥] − 𝑥7 − 𝑥] − 𝑙 − ℊ (12)ii .

(12)

Gait is achieved by utilizing a hybrid control law to control the muscles and crochets.
The system’s passive dynamics, described by equations 11 and 12, are actuated by three
control inputs: the motion of the TP (which is modeled as a boundary condition), the action of
the crochets, and the action of the muscles. The motion of the TP, described by position
variable x5, is simply prescribed as a step change that initiates gait.
(13)

𝑥^ =

0
𝑡=0
𝑥1Y1< ∙ 𝑙 𝑡 > 0

(13)

Now consider the action of the crochets, which lock and unlock based on a series of
thresholds, Λbc0 , Λde: , and ΛfRR . The “unlock” condition on the crochet is based on the static
force balance, which can be expressed by a simplified version of equation 11:
(14)

𝐾1 = −∇N 𝑥g + 𝜙^ + 𝜙g − ℊ,iii

(14)

In this equation, the ∇N 𝑥Q term (seen in equation 11) drops to 0 since there is no velocity. If the
force Ki computed from equation 13 becomes larger than a preset threshold ΛffR , then the
crochet switches from the “locked” to “unlocked” condition.
ii

This equation differs from Schuldt’s; his paper shows the equation with a negative sign in front
of 2𝜁 𝑥7 − 𝑥] .
iii
This equation also differs, but because Schuldt lacks a negative sign on −∇N 𝑥1 . In both cases,
experimentation produced much more reasonable results with the noted changes.
12

In order for a crochet to relock, three conditions must be met. The acceleration (as
outline in equation 11) must fall below ΛfRR , so as to ensure re-latching doesn’t cause damage
to the crawler (as stopping a segment moving under high acceleration would require high
internal reaction forces that could tear the crawler apart). The velocity must also fall below the
Λde: threshold. Finally , the distance between the segments fore and aft of a given crochet
must exceed a threshold known as Λbc0 , which is defined as a fraction of the segment’s rest
length.
In a physical system, the crochets would only be able to relock when they were within a
certain distance of the substrate. Given that the model is one dimensional, and that distance
from the substrate is not explicitly modeled, the position threshold described above serves as a
proxy for how close the crochet is to the substrate. The theory behind this is that a caterpillar
displaces its body segments upward when segments approach each other. If the segments
were rigid, then the positions on the substrate would form the base of a triangle shown in
figure 7 from which height can be inferred through trigonometry. Because the segments are
soft, the proximity condition is considered to be satisfied when the distance between segments
is longer than the threshold Λbc0 (which is assumed to be somewhat smaller than twice the rest
length). The crochet control law is summarized in figure 8.

13

Figure 7 Detailed diagram of segments at rest (L) and approximation of vertically displaced body
segments onto substrate (R) when in the free state.

Figure 8 The crochet control law

The muscles are modeled as a reflex-based controller, meaning a controller that
responds to local proprioceptive sensing (as opposed to control by a central pattern generator).
The muscles activate based on the distance Laplacian (equation 5). The Laplacian operator acts
as a simple model of local proprioception sensitive to differential strain. For example, if the
distance between A5 and A6 is greater than that between A6 and the terminal proleg, the
muscle between A5 and A6 will fire, bringing A6 forward (the muscle deactivates as soon as the
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Laplacian flips from a negative to positive value). The control law for the muscles is shown in
figure 9.

Figure 9 Muscle Control Law

B. Gait
This section qualitatively describes the crawling gait expected for the system model
described above. This qualitative description bears a strong resemblance to the crawling
kinematics of actual caterpillars, as observed by biologists in the lab.xvi
The gait cycle begins when the terminal proleg is moved forward. The forward
displacement of the terminal proleg causes compression on the spring linking it to the
neighboring abdominal segment (illustrated as A6 in Figure 5) causing it to be subjected to an
unbalanced force (if not for the crochet, which restricts its acceleration to 0). If expression 13
exceeds a predetermined threshold, ΛfRR , the crochet unlocks, allowing A6 to travel forward.
The forward motion is aided by the muscle between A6 and A5. This then creates an unbalanced
force on A5, which will cause its crochet to release, and the cycle repeats itself. The crochets
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continue to unlock in an anterograde wave until A3 releases, causing motion in the thoracic
mass (whose motion is unchecked by a muscle or crochet) that closely follows that of A3.
The terminal proleg serves as the anchor for the entire gait cycle. As the segments
begin to reach a new positional equilibrium, their respective crochets relock, starting with A6
and working forward. The sequence of reattaching begins prior to A3 unlocking. Once all of the
segments relock, the terminal proleg displaces forward again, and the cycle repeats.

C. Code Development
As discussed in chapter 2a, the dynamics of an abdominal segment are given by
equation 11 (with the thoracic mass governed by equation 12). Because of the coupled forces
between segments, expressed through the Laplacian operators in equations 5 & 6, a statespace representation becomes useful. Combining equations 11 and 12.
(15)

𝑥]
0
𝑥]
1
𝑥7
0
𝑥7
1
𝑥N
0
=
0
𝑥N
0
𝑥h
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−2𝜁
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−4𝜁
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0
0
0
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0
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1
0
0

0
0
0
2𝜁
1
−4𝜁
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0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
−2
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
2𝜁
1
−4𝜁
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
−2

𝑥]
0
𝑥]
0
𝑥7
0
𝑥7
0
𝑥N
0
∗ 𝑥N +
0
𝑥h
0
𝑥h
2𝜁
𝑥i
1
𝑥i
−4𝜁
𝑥^

0
𝑙−𝑔
0
𝜙] + 𝜙7 − ℊ
0
𝜙7 + 𝜙N − ℊ
0
𝜙N + 𝜙h − ℊ
0
𝜙h + 𝜙i − ℊ + 𝑥^

where the index i corresponds to the segment indices 0 through 5 (as used to describe P0
through P5 in Figure 5). As discussed previously, the dynamic equations, and therefore the
state-space representation, apply only when a given segment’s crochet is unlocked. In other
words, there are periods where 𝑥Q = 𝑥Q = 0 for one or more (and possibly all) values of i.
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(15)

Ignoring the muscles and the crochets, this system is relatively straightforward to
simulate using one of the built-in ODE solvers in Matlab28, such as ODE45, as all that remains
are springs and dampers (which can be represented using a 1st order ODE).
The control law governing the muscle force, as outlined in chapter 2a, is dependent
solely on whether the positional Laplacian, ∇N 𝑝1 , is positive or negative (representing a lack of
balance in relative position between a segment’s neighbors fore and aft). This results in an
instantaneous activation of the muscle. ODE45 is capable of handling this behavior, as the
states referenced to control muscle activation are available within the function file. The
muscles can be represented as a Boolean variable (where a “true” statement will output a 1),
such as:
(16)

𝜙1 = (∇N 𝑝1 > 0)

(16)

Unlike the muscles, which are modeled in equation 16, the crochets actually change the
dynamics, such that the state updates for the velocity and position of a “locked” segment
become zero. Dynamic systems in which the governing equations are themselves a function of
time are called hybrid systems. The hybrid dynamics of this crawling model mean that simply
calling a function file in the command line wouldn’t be adequate. This is because the function
file must be updated whenever the governing equations are changed. A simple numerical
implementation might integrate the hybrid system by evaluating the correct dynamics at each
time step using the first-order Forward Euler method. To obtain higher accuracy, an adaptive
Runge-Kutta solver was used at each time step instead. Rather than code the Runge-Kutta
solver by hand, ODE45 was used instead. This use of ODE45 at each simulation time-step is
somewhat nonstandard, as typically (for non-hybrid systems) the ODE45 command is used to
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integrate the system across many time steps at a time. The code implemented to advance
through a series of time steps (using ODE45 to advance the simulation at each time step) will be
referred to subsequently as the “loop solver” code. The time interval, equal to 0.005 in nondimensional time units, was determined experimentally to optimize program run time while
ensuring adequate resolution. Although here this method is utilized to “lock” and “unlock” the
crochets (changing between a dynamic state and a static one), it could also be utilized to switch
between a number of different dynamic equations or states. For example, to study a moving or
non-rigid substrate, the “locked” condition could be replaced with the dynamics of the
substrate (assuming they were known).
Each gait cycle is initiated by an advance of the terminal proleg. The terminal proleg is
triggered to initiate based on two factors: the crochets having all successfully relocked and a
certain amount of time passing since its last forward movement. Each crochet is assigned a
dummy variable, set to zero initially. When the crotchet relocks after travelling forward, its
dummy variable is set to one. Once all the dummy variables have been set to one, and a set
time has passed (which prevents repetitive terminal proleg displacements in rapid succession),
the terminal proleg displaces forward. The dummy variable serves as a proxy for ensuring the
type 4 error (described later in section E) doesn’t occur; if all the crochets fail to reengage, the
dummy variable won’t be changed, and the next gait cycle will never initiate.
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Figure 10 Flowchart outlining the loop solver code

D. Simulation of a Typical Gait Cycle
In order to run the simulation, specific values must be assigned to all parameters. The
baseline parameter values used for simulations are reported in Table 1. The baseline
parameters used here are identical to the baseline parameter set used by Schuldti. By
perturbing the baseline parameters over a wide range, it is possible to assess robustness (as will
be described in Chapter 3).
Table 1 Nominal values for simulation, as specified by Schuldt.

Parameter
𝜻
𝓰
𝒙𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕
𝒍
𝚲𝒂𝒄𝒄
𝚲𝒗𝒆𝒍
𝚲𝒑𝒐𝒔

Nominal Value
1.5
0
0.4
1
0.2
0.012
1.4iv

iv

Schuldt references this value as 0.7. However, the way the gating condition is written (Λbc0 >
𝑥1E7 − 𝑥167 ), a value of 0.7 would correspond to the two segments being at 35% of their rest
length, which is contrary to the logic of the controller. For this reason, 1.4 is used.
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Simulating the caterpillar’s motion utilizing the baseline values shows us what a
“typical” gait might look like. The resulting states are shown in Figure 11, which shows six
traces of segment position vs. time, in nondimensional units. The six traces are associated with
segment 0 (the thorax) at the top and with subsequent segments shown in order moving
downward to the bottom trace, describing segment 5 (the terminal proleg). For this
demonstration, the simulation runs through eleven gait cycles. The bottom trace clearly shows
that the terminal proleg is a simple boundary condition, implemented as a constant value with
step changes corresponding to the initiation of each new gait cycle. The step change is
smoothed out by the spring and dampers, so that the segments indexed 0 through 4 have
smoother trajectories. The anterograde wave is clearly visible after the final step (on the right
of Figure 11). In other words, the eleventh step is clearly visible at the bottom of the plot,
where the terminal proleg trace makes its final jump before becoming flat. Each subsequent
(moving aft to front) leg responds in sequence moving upward on the plot (toward the thorax
on the crawler), with higher (more anterior) traces reaching equilibrium after lower traces.
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Figure 11 States, as solved for in the nominal case.
In order to understand nominal gait, it is also useful to examine characteristic crochet
and muscle firing patterns. In figure 12, the typical engagement of the crochets through a
simulation is plotted as a function of time. Each crochet’s engagement is a binary value, where
zero indicates unlocked and non-zero indicates locked. The non-zero (unlocked) values are set
to different integers (1 through 4) corresponding to the segment index. These binary values are
plotted against nondimensional time through 10 gait cycles. As seen in the position plot, the
first gait cycle is longer than the others, as some earlier transient behavior has to die out before
a regular gait can occur. This regular gait is seen in the subsequent gait cycles.
As the gait starts at the terminal proleg and proceeds forward, C1 is the first to release.
C2, C3, and C4 then follow in order. Note that the numbering convention here (and for the
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muscles and crochet plots throughout the thesis) goes from number 1 at the rear to 4 towards
the front. As the gait cycle completes, the crochets then relock in order. The next gait cycle
then begins, and the process repeats. The regularity of this plot helps confirm a successful gait.

Crochet Engagement, Nominal Case
4

C4
C3
C2
C1

Crochet Engagement (Binary)

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

Iteration/Time (ND)
Figure 12 Crochet engagement over time in the nominal case (zoomed in to a smaller time
interval for added detail. Binary values are multiplied by a different factor for visual clarity.
Figure 13 shows a similar plot for muscle activation. In much the same way, the plot
shows four binary variables, where a nonzero value indicates muscle activation and a zero value
indicates no activity. (For visibility, muscle activation values are again set equal to the index of
the corresponding segment, 0 through 4). The simulation beings with all four muscles inactive.
M4, between the last two abdominal segments, activates first, and the sequence continues
down the body. Once again, the regularity contributes to demonstrating a successful gait.
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What can be seen modelled in figures 12-14 is an example gait consistent with what Schuldt
describes.2

Muscle Activation, Nominal Case
4
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2000
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3000

3500

4000

Iteration/Time (ND)
Figure 13 Muscle activation for the nominal case. Binary values are multiplied by a different
factor for visual clarity

E. Identifying Successful Gait
For the proposed reflex-based controller to be useful, it should perform well not only in
the baseline case, but also over a wide range of other scenarios, with different physical or
environmental conditions. For each scenario, a formal definition is needed to describe whether
or not the simulated gait is a “success” or a “failure.” In his work, Schuldt defined gait failure as
one or more of the following four events occurring.
Type 1: Anterograde wave not observed: failure of the muscles to fire in an aft-to-fore
sequence.
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Type 2: Segment order not preserved: segments cannot cross.
Type 3: Failure to converge to a steady crawl: gait cycles are supposed to be repeatable and
consistent; segment lengths should converge to within 10% of their rest length after each crawl.
Type 4: Failure of crochets to reengage: the body segments are supposed to, at a certain point,
concurrently all be in a state where their crochets are able to relock.
In this thesis, Schuldt’s definitions are used to define “failure.” Any event which is not a
“failure” is considered a “success.” It is worth noting that Schuldt’s work relied on automated
code to check for failure. A large number of simulations were run sequentially and plots of
different variables were produced indicating which ones were successes and which were
failures. For this thesis, each case was checked manually.

F. Code Validation
Because new code was developed to conduct the work described in this thesis, it makes
sense to validate the new code by comparing its results to those of the original code used by
Schuldt. Schuldt’s original results identified whether or not simulated gaits were successful as
simulation parameters were perturbed away from the nominal values given in Table 1. This
resulted in what he referred to as “single parameter sensitivity.”
Schuldt’s procedure was to increment a parameter upward from its nominal value until
either a gait failure was observed or a limiting value of the parameter was reached. Once failure
was observed (and the upper bound of success for that variable found), the same procedure
was then repeated while decreasing from the nominal value. The next variable was then tested
(with the first returned to its nominal value). A comparison to Schuldt’s results is shown in
Table 2. For both sets of results, the acceptable variables are expressed as a range within which
the model achieves successful gait.
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Table 2 Results of the single parameter sensitivity study.

Parameter
𝜻
𝓰
𝒙𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕
𝒍
𝚲𝒂𝒄𝒄
𝚲𝒗𝒆𝒍
𝚲𝒑𝒐𝒔

Min (S)
+
-0.26
0 (no crawl
0.1
-0.015
0.005
0

Max (S)
+
0.15
1 (𝑙)
+
0.72
+
0.95

Min (K)
0.2
-0.21
0 (no crawl)
+
0.05
0.001
0

Max (K)
+
0.19
0.99
+
1.25
+
2

The results of the single parameter sensitivity study (with Schuldt’s denoted by an S and
this thesis’ by a K) demonstrate that the simulations are similar, although not exactly the same
due to differences in coding and numerical methods. Going line by line, the damping
coefficient has the same upper bound (+, denoting no maximum limit), although there is a
minimum bound for this paper’s results where Schuldt’s allow for any value greater than zero.
ℊ has almost identical ranges (0.41 vs. 0.4), and boundary values within 25% of each other.
𝑥1Y1< is effectively equivalent, as a value of 1 in this model would result in two segments
occupying the same point at the same time. 𝑙 features a similar comparison as 𝜁, with the
exception being increased robustness for this thesis over Schuldt’s (between 0 and 0.1).
Further, Schuldt enables 𝚲𝒂𝒄𝒄 to have a negative value, but the code developed for this thesis
sets up that comparison using absolute values, making negative values impossible. Λde: has
the same upper bound (there isn’t one), and the lower bounds are at the same order of
magnitude. The different interpretation in Λbc0 is explained in footnote 3 above. Taking that
into account, the upper bounds are within 5% of each other.
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Not all gait failures will occur by only varying one parameter. For this reason, Schuldt
also examined the sensitivity of four parameters (𝜁 , ΛfRR , Λde: , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 Λbc0 ) at varying values of
ℊ. He utilized the automated validation code described previously to produce a series of plots
describing his result exploring these four spaces. To further prove validity against Schuldt’s
results, a similar set of experiments were run with the loop solver. For each of the four spaces
(the aforementioned four parameters vs. ℊ), the simulation was run with one of the two
variables set at its max value as found in the single parameter sensitivity study. Then, the
boundary range of successful gait was found by incrementing one variable or both by 0.01.
Earlier experimentation revealed that gait in the intermediate areas was “smooth”, with
consistently success. In other words, when any of the parameters were within the boundaries
found here, there was only successful gait. For this reason, only the boundary plots are
presented in this thesis.
The results showed that the loop solver could simulate robust gait over a wide range of
parameters. Two of the four parameters, Λde: 𝑎𝑛𝑑 Λbc0 , demonstrated no sensitivity to ℊ;
their minimum and maximum values were the same regardless of non-dimensional gravity. The
damping ratio produced similar, albeit not exactly the same result. At high values of 𝜁, slightly
lower (0.01 less) values of ℊ is tolerated on the positive extreme. On the extreme of −ℊ, there
is no variation; the same value is tolerated across all values of 𝜁. The ΛfRR results were unique,
in that, at low values, there is a very small range for ℊ. As ΛfRR increases, the range increases
linearly. Considering equation 11, this result is not surprising. Gait can only be successful when
all of the crochets reach a point in the cycle where x < ΛfRR . If ℊ > ΛfRR , the crochets can
never relock, since x is always greater than ΛfRR .
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This process resulted in a series of plots that could be compared against Schuldt’s
results. In figures 15-18, the boundaries of the experiments performed for this thesis are
overlaid over Schuldt’s results (where success is shown in black).

Damping Ratio
𝓰
-0.36

-0.26

-0.16

-0.06

0.04

0.14

0.24
0.9
1.1

1.5

𝜻

1.3

1.7
1.9

Successful Gait (Boundary)

Unsuccessful Gait

Figure 14 Boundary plot of damping ratio vs. non-dimensional gravity of successful gait superimposed
over Schuldt's results.
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𝓰
-0.18

-0.08

0.02

0.12

0.22
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

Successful Gait (Boundary)

𝚲pos

-0.28

Unsuccessful Gait

Figure 15 Boundary plot of 𝛬bc0 vs. non-dimensional gravity of successful gait superimposed over
Schuldt's results.
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𝚲𝒗𝒆𝒍
𝓰
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-0.08

0.02
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0.22
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2

Successful Gait (Boundary)

𝚲𝒗𝒆𝒍

-0.28

Unsuccessful Gait

Figure 16 Boundary plot of 𝛬de: vs. non-dimensional gravity of successful gait superimposed over
Schuldt's results.

Λ𝑎𝑐𝑐
𝓰
-0.28

-0.18

-0.08

0.02

0.12

0.22

-0.02
0.08

0.28
0.38

Λ𝑎𝑐𝑐

0.18

0.48
0.58
0.68
Successful Gait (Boundary)

Unsuccessful Gait

Figure 17 Boundary plot of 𝛬fRR vs. non-dimensional gravity of successful gait superimposed over
Schuldt's results.

The totality of this validation work demonstrated that, while the model presented here
didn’t present the exact same results as Schuldt, there was a pattern of relative consistency in
order of magnitude and numerical values that made the models comparable. The comparative
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scale of the parameters between Schuldt’s and this thesis have already been discussed in the
single parameter sensitivity study. This gave confidence that the new model was in the same
scale as Schuldt’s. Looking at the comparison plots, damping ratio shows a similar shape to
Schuldt’s, while Λde: and Λbc0 show robustness in a new region (white space) in each that
Schuldt’s didn’t. Perhaps most interestingly, the ΛfRR plot shows a similar “v” shape around the
minimum value for both studies. However, the loop solver produces a “v” centered around 𝓰
=0, while Schuldt’s shows a bias in the positive 𝓰 direction. This may be explained by the
difference in interpretation of the ΛfRR parameter. In the loop solver, ΛfRR is checked against
the absolute value of the acceleration, while Schuldt allows for negative values of ΛfRR . This
difference likely allowed for the symmetry about zero in the new boundary plot. Like the other
threshold parameters, the new boundary for ΛfRR has introduced a new region of robustness.
The end result of this study is that the models are qualitatively, if not exactly quantitatively
similar. The implication is that the models are similar, if not directly comparable. The goal of
this thesis, however, is to expand upon Schuldt’s work, and not to merely imitate it. The novel
work presented in chapter 3 will make the issue of a direct numerical comparison a moot point,
as the non-planar travel simulated there is fundamentally different than the results previously
presented, making their exact comparison impossible.
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3. Travel in Non-Planar Environments
This chapter will detail the novel work that leads to the thesis’ main contributions. The
chapter is broken into two sections, gravity and body distortion, to discuss the two main
challenges of non-planar travel. Each of these sections is then broken into two subsections:
one to discuss the model, and the other to discuss the results of implementing that model.

A. Gravity Implications
i. Modelling Gravity Variations
As mentioned previously, the addition of curved terrain into Schuldt’s model has two
major implications, with the first being the effect of changing gravity. Recalling equation 11,
the obvious mathematical impact of varying gravity will be on the non-dimensional gravity
term, ℊ. ℊ will now vary as 𝜃 changes. Consider the following path of travel:

Figure 18 Example course of travel. In this scenario, the caterpillar starts at point A and travels towards
point B, after which it climbs up the curved portion (fillet) and onto the vertical surface.

where the caterpillar walks from A towards D, there are effectively three different applications
of equation 11 needed. From point A to point B, the equation applies with 𝜃 = 0, and, thus,
ℊ = 0. From point C to point D, the same applies but now with 𝜃 = 90° and ℊ ≠ 0. From
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point B, to point C, however, 𝜃 (and ℊ) vary as the caterpillar travels forward. Further, 𝜃 varies
between body segments while on the curve, which is not seen in Schuldt’s work and
necessitates the use a segment-specific inclination angle 𝜃1 , where i=0, 1,...5 corresponding to
the positional references P0 through P5.
Because gravity is segment specific, a new variable ℊ>f… was introduced to describe the
environmental condition (e.g. the nondimensional gravity for motion on the vertical slope). A
segment-specific nondimensional gravity can be computed from ℊ>f… as follows:
(17)

0
…; 6ˆ

ℊ1 = ℊ>f… sin
ℊ>f…

‰

𝑥1 < 𝐿
𝐿 ≤ 𝑥1 < 𝐿 +
𝐿+

‹‰
N

‹‰
N

≤ 𝑥1

(17)

where x represents the distance travelled along segment AB, L is the distance along the
segment AB where the curve begins, and r is the nondimensional radius of curvature of the
substrate in segment BC. Thus, equation 11 becomes:
(18)

𝑥 = −2𝜁∇N 𝑥Q − ∇N 𝑥1 + 𝜙1 + 𝜙1E7 − ℊ1 − 𝐾1 .

(18)

It is important to note that the model given by equation 18 assumes that the crawler perfectly
follows the substrate. This assumption breaks down if the radius of curvature is to small (e.g. if
the curve becomes too sharp an angle), as will be discussed in Section B of this chapter.
In simulating crawling with segment-specific gravity, the baseline parameters were
identical to those shown in Table 1, with two modifications. First, the radius of curvature
parameter r is a new parameter, absent in the original table. The parameter r was assigned a
baseline value of 1. This puts the radius of curvature equal to the length of one of the crawler’s
body segments, putting the sharpness of the corner somewhere in the middle of the extremes.
At one extreme, where the terrain is completely flat, r approaches infinity; at the other
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extreme, in a corner case, r approaches zero. Second, the environmental parameter ℊ>f… was
specified at 0.1 (as the baseline gravity in Table 1 was ℊ = 0, indicating a flat plane).
It is instructive to visualize the gait in the baseline case. Plots of state, crochet
engagement, and muscle activation for the baseline parameter set were generated by
implementing segment-specific gravity in the simulation tools described in Chapter 2. The
results are shown in figures 19-21.
Gait appears to be affected little as the crawler progresses over the curve between the
flat plane and the vertical plane. This regularity is evidenced by the position against time traces
for each body segment, shown in Figure 20. For each trace, twenty-one steps are shown. This is
more cycles than were shown in chapter 2. This allowed the crawler to reach a steady crawl on
flat surface (so as to allow any transients to die out), traverse the fillet, and then travel on
vertical terrain. This number of steps was chosen to allow the crawler to completely transition
between the flat and vertical surfaces. As seen previously, the initial cycle is longer than the
others, but this is a transient effect that is eliminated quickly. The primary difference caused by
segment-specific gravity is seen in the length of each step. This effect is most prominent in the
top trace (thorax) around τ=12000, as the caterpillar enters the curved section. Most
noticeably, the distance covered by the thorax in each step gets slightly shorter in the fillet
section before lengthening again during planar vertical climbing. This change in step length also
occurs in other segments, though the effect is less prominent moving posterior toward the TP.
The net result of the shortened steps is that the crawling model gets slightly shorter during the
transition from horizontal to vertical crawling (with the total length between P0 and P5
decreasing from 5.5 when the thorax enters the corner to 4.7 when the TP leaves the corner).
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Pointers show the position of the extremes of the caterpillar’s body at three points: prior to the
fillet, while the middle segments are on the fillet, and on the vertical surface. The beginning
and end of the fillet are shown with black lines.
Positions, Curved Nominal Case
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Figure 19 States vs. iteration as the caterpillar traverses the course.
Figure 20 shows the crochet engagement from τ=10000 to τ=15000, during which the
caterpillar enters the curved surface. As in the flat case, we start with a regular pattern (gait
cycle) of crochets 1, 2, 3, and 4 unlocking (where zero signifies unlocked) in order, where the
high value indicates the crochet is locked. When the caterpillar hits the curve, however, some
chatter is seen in crochet 1. This does work itself off, and the chatter is no longer seen by the
final gait cycle in the plot. There is some slight chatter in crochet 2, which is also transient.
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Crochet Engagement, Nominal Curved Case
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Figure 20 Crochet engagement through the nominal curved simulation. As in prior plots, the
binary variable is multiplied by a constant for visual clarity.
Figure 21 shows the muscle activation plot over a similar interval (where high equals
muscle activated and zero equals relaxed). Like the crochet plot, the same pattern of regularity
starting at the back (muscle 2), and working its way forward, is seen. Again, there is some
chattering as body segment A4 (indexed as 2 in the model) reaches the curved surface. There is
no muscle 1 shown, as there is no muscle between A1 and the thorax.
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Muscle Activation, Nominal Curved Simulation
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Figure 21 Muscle activation through the curved simulation. As in prior plots, the binary variable
is multiplied by a constant for visual clarity.
Additionally, the segment-specific nondimensional gravity ℊ1 was plotted over time, as
shown in figure 22. The plot shows each segment faces increased gravitation along the axis of
motion with each gait cycle taken on the corner section. As segments transition across the
corner region, segment-specific gravity increases from 0 to ℊ>f… (0.1 in the baseline case). At
any time in this nominal simulation, there were never more than two body segments in the
corner region (as evidenced by the fact that there are never more than two traces with
segment-specific gravity above zero and below ℊ>f… at the same time). This result is expected
for a scenario with radius of curvature r = 1, which corresponds to the filleted section having an
arc length of 1.57 (about one and a half times as long as a single body segment).
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Segment-Specific Gravity, Curved Nominal Case
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Figure 22 Segment-specific gravity (ℊ1 ) throughout the curved simulation.
The inspection of the four preceding plots, showing steady positive displacement,
anterograde muscle and crochet firing, and steady increase in gravitational resistance, indicate
a successful and robust gait, where success was defined by the criteria introduced in Section 2.E
ii. Robustness for Segment-Specific Gravity
In order to assess the impact of segment-specific gravity on the robustness of the
crawling gait, success was evaluated for the non-planar substrate model over a range of
curvatures and values of ℊ>f… . Other parameters were held to their nominal values as listed in
Table 1. Results were compared to the planar model from Chapter 2.
A plot showing the boundary of successful gait in the space of ℊ>f… vs. radius of
curvature (where radius=0 is the corner case) space is shown in figure 23. Three colors are
present on the graph. The blue line corresponds to the boundary of gait success. Similar to the
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boundary plots presented in chapter 2, gait was found to be consistently successful within the
intermediate region. The orange line corresponds to the inner boundary of the region of gait
failure. The grey region corresponds to successful gait in the planar case (where only ℊ can
vary). The negative values of ℊ>f… represent a course where the caterpillar starts horizontally,
but goes down a curve onto the vertical segment, as opposed to up in Figure 18.
Gait was found to be successful at all radii of curvature for the same values of ℊ found in
the single parameter sensitivity study. In simulation, it was observed that robust gait can only
occur when ℊ>f… can’t exceed the values of ℊ found in the single-parameter sensitivity study
summarized in table 2. This is fairly intuitive, as travel along segment CD is the same as a
straight-line course with ℊ= ℊ>f… . The bottom-line for the robustness analysis is that gait
success does not depend on radius of curvature when the rounded corner is modeled with only
segment-specific gravity. Robustness for this model depends only on ℊ>f… , with dependence of
gait success on gravity essentially identical to the planar analysis from Chapter 2. These results
show that, with regards to the effect of changing gravity, the model is in the non-planar
scenario across a wide range of curvatures.
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Boundary Plot of Successful Gait
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Figure 23 Boundary of successful gait within the a space of ℊ>f… vs. radius of curvature
parameters. The grey region corresponds to successful gait in the planar simuation.

B. Geometry Implications
The experiment discussed in chapter 3a was successful with ℊ>f… set at both limits of ℊ
(-0.22, 0.19) as well as all values in between. There are, however, additional factors to
consider. Up until this point, all experiments have been based on the assumption that the
crawler will perfectly follow the substrate. This assumption is reasonable for many curved
surfaces, but, at the extreme case, a sharp 90o corner, the crawler’s body structure would
prevent it from following the substrate perfectly. The 1-D crawler model proposed by Schuldt
and expanded upon here doesn’t account for body thickness or how much the body can “curl”
about the z-axis (if we assume that the z-axis comes out of the page in the course diagrams
presented in this thesis). In a 3-D model, these limitations would need to be addressed (prior
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work has already demonstrated that having joints about which a robot can curl are beneficial in
transiting non-planar terrain29,30).
Chapter 3a discussed abstracting the transition region between two planes as a curve or
fillet, defined by radius of curvature r. The curling behavior discussed in the last chapter would
likely be dependent on three factors: segment rest length (𝑙), segment thickness (the size of the
body dimension perpendicular to the substrate), and segment flexibility (how much the
segments can bend relative to each other). In order to account for these limitations, a new
parameter, rmin was needed. This specifies the maximum radius of curvature to which the
crawler can curl without breaking.
When r<rmin, there will be two fundamental differences separating the simulation from
prior ones shown in this thesis. First, as mentioned previously, the crawler won’t follow the
substrate. This means that the caterpillar will have to follow a different course (hereinafter
referred to as the “alternative course”), where segment-specific gravity doesn’t correspond to
the substrate (referred to as “travelling on the alternative course”). Two different alternative
courses, referred to as the “inside case” and the “outside case” (based on whether the crawler
is transiting the inside of a corner or the outside, see Figure 24) will be discussed in detail in the
coming sections. The second pertains to the grippers. When on an alternate course, certain
grippers won’t be able to engage. When this occurs, gait success will be dependent on the
other grippers (which are still on the substrate).
For simulation, a baseline value of rmin needs to be established. In order for gait to
continue when some of the segments are on the alternative course, the distance between the
crawler’s first and last gripper (on A3 and the TP respectively) must be longer than the
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alternative course itself. This ensures that there is always a gripper on the substrate. This
length corresponds to 4𝑙 (or, for a caterpillar of n segments, [n-2]* 𝑙). The length for the inside
alternative course is equal to

‹‰Œ;•
N

, while the inside’s is equal to

^‹‰Œ;•
N

(justification for these

expressions will be presented in the coming sections). To keep the simulations consistent, a
single baseline value of rmin will be utilized to explore both cases. For this reason, the relation
4𝑙 >

^‹‰Œ;•
N

is utilized to determine rmin. This expression simplifies to

Ž
^‹

>

‰Œ;•
:

. With 𝑙=1,

rmin<0.51. With this in mind, rmin=0.5 will be utilized as the nominal case. Beyond the
simulations for this thesis, this is an important consideration for real-life implementation of the
model.

Figure 24 Inside/convex case (left)) vs. outside/concave case (right).
i. The Inside Case-Model
For the inside case, I proposed a course similar to that proposed in chapter 3a, but with
the crochets unable to grip while on the curved portion of the course (which has a larger radius
of curvature than the physical substrate). Effectively, the caterpillar approaches the curve,
senses r<rmin (through a sensing suite whose specification goes beyond the scope of this thesis),
and curls in the negative Z direction (with +Z out of the page). While a body segment is on the
alternative course, its crochets can’t grip, and gait is maintained through the activity of the rear
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segments still on the ground (travelling from A to B). Eventually, the forward segment passes
point C onto the vertical portion, and the forward crochets begin reengaging. These segments
then assist the rear segments as they transition through the “crochet-less” part of the course,
equivalent to the fillet in the gravity model. It is important to note that, while a right angle is
shown here, this scenario is applicable to the whole range of r<rmin.

Figure 25 The inside alternative course. The robot travels normally from A to B and from C to D.
Travel between B and C along the dashed line occurs without the crochets, which are unable to
engage.
To simulate the inside course, a new parameter for 𝑟>1Y was entered into the loop
solver. If r<rmin, then the course file was set up to return ℊ1 consistent with a curved course
with r=rmin. In other words, the crawler will approach the corner, sense a need to curl upward,
curl to 𝑟>1Y , and proceed forward until A3 reaches the vertical surface, allowing its crochet to
engage, pulling the crawler upward. 𝑟>1Y must be set such that the path from B to C doesn’t
exceed 4𝑙. If BC were to be longer than 4𝑙, the crawler would have all its crochets off the
surface, making travel impossible. As discussed previously,
ii. Inside Case-Validation
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‹‰
N

< 4𝑙.

The inside case model was simulated utilizing the loop solver (with requisite
modifications made to account for the differing segment-specific gravity and certain crochets
being off the substrate). Resultant positional states from simulating the inside case are shown
in figure 26. For comparison, a simulation was run with the fillet’s radius of curvature set to
rmin, with resultant states shown in figure 27. In this scenario, the crawler would be able to stay
on the substrate throughout the entire simulation, but would have the same segment-specific
gravity as the inside case with r<rmin. This allows for a more qualitative validation of the inside
simulation results. More gait cycles are shown here than in previous plots to allow travel on
the flat plane to eliminate startup transients, traverse the curve, and have sustained travel on
the vertical surface.
Using the criteria discussed previously, both figures 26 and 27 show a robust gait.
Further, the crawler progresses through the gait cycles similarly in both simulations. What this
is shows is that the model can lose crochet engagement on one (or more) crochets and still
maintain a robust gait. Further, this gait is effectively the same as when the crochets can
continually engage. This shows that the model is robust against temporary loss of gripping
ability.
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States, Inside Course Simulation
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Figure 26 States during a simulation on the inside case where the radius of curvature is less than
the minimum (r<rmin). In this case, there is a period of time where not all the crochets can
engage.
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Positions, Curved Nominal Case
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Figure 27 Comparison case where radius of curvature=rmin.
Figure 28 shows the crochet engagement through the simulation. Towards the left side
of the plot, a sequence of crochet engagement similar to prior simulations is seen. As τ
approaches 15000, we can see gait cycles where the first crochet doesn’t engage. Over the
next three gait cycles, only the last three crochets engage. Over the next two cycles, only two
and then one crochet engages respectively. In the next cycle, the first crochet reengages again,
as A3 reaches the vertical surface. A few cycles later, the final crochet enters the fillet and
ceases locking. By τ=27,500, all crochets are locking and unlocking each gait cycle. There are
two key takeaways from this plot. The first is that, when the appropriate crochets are engaged,
the anterograde wave prescribed by Schuldt is preserved. The second, is that the simulation
successfully showed traversing the fillet with some, but not all, crochets unable to engage.
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Crochet Engagement, Inside Case Simulation
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Figure 28 Crochet engagement during the portion of the simulation where crochets are not all
crochets are able to engage.
Muscle engagement (Figure 29), shows increased chatter, but is otherwise unaffected
by traversing the alternative course. This supports the success of the simulation; given that
muscle activation is purely based on segment position, and not on any other factors (such as
whether the crawler is on the substrate), its continued activation through the fillet helps
confirm successful gait.
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Muscle Activation, Inside Case Simulation
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Figure 29 Crochet engagement through the inside case simulation.
Segment-specific gravity for the period while the crawler is on the fillet is shown in
Figure 30. Effective gravity increases in a similar manner to the prior curved simulation, but
with one exception. This exception is that, some decreases in segment-specific gravity are
seen. Since the segments can now move freely with no crochet engagement on the alternative
course, it is reasonable that there will be some backwards activity, and, with it, some decrease
in effective gravity. Therefore, by applying previously discussed standards to these plots, gait
on the inside case, even when the crochets can’t engage for a certain portion of the simulation,
is accomplishable and robust.
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Segment-Specific Gravity, Inside Case Simulation
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Figure 30 Segment-specific gravity throughout the inside case simulation.
iii. The Outside Case-Model
The outside case requires a decidedly different alternative course to tackle the r<rmin
scenario. Referencing Figure 31, the caterpillar proceeds normally along segment AB. After
reaching the curve, it curls in the negative Z direction (with +Z out of the page). It’s important
to note that a The crawler follows this curvature for 180°, at which point it then curls in the
positive Z direction to rejoin the substrate at point D. Along the alternative course, ℊ1 is defined
by the following piecewise function:
0
ℊ>f… ∗ sin
ℊ1 = ℊ>f… ∗ sin

‰Œ;•

…6ˆE‰Œ;• 6

ℊ>f… ∗ sin

𝑥1 ≤ 𝐿

…6ˆE‰Œ;•

N

•∗‘Œ;•
’

‰Œ;•
…6ˆE 76‹ ∗‰Œ;•
‰Œ;•

‹

𝐿 < 𝑥1 ≤ 𝐿 + 𝑟>1Y
‹

𝐿 + 𝑟>1Y < 𝑥1 ≤ 𝐿 + 𝜋𝑟>1Y
N

𝐿 + 𝜋𝑟>1Y < 𝑥1 ≤ 𝐿 +

ℊ>f…

𝐿+
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h‹
N

h‹

𝑟>1Y < 𝑥1

N

𝑟>1Y

(25)

where L is the length from point A through the start of the circular portion of the alternative
course. Factoring in the straight portion between point B and the start of the curve (length
equal to rmin), the alternative course is equal to

^‹‰Œ;•
N

.

Figure 31 Alternative course for the outside case.
iv. Outside Case-Validation
The positional states resulting from a simulation of the outside case are shown in figure
32. The longer, more complex course necessitates more gait cycles and the resulting busier
plot. That being said, a regular, controlled, repeatable gait is till visible. Some compression in
overall length of the crawler (as denoted by the distance between the top and bottom curves)
as well as some irregularity in the gait is visible in the region where the crawler is on the
alternative course (τ>20000). Otherwise, the plots indicate a similar gait to what was seen in
previous simulations.
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States, Outside Case Simulation
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Figure 32 States during the outside case simulation.
In figure 33, crochet activation is seen through the outside case simulation. Much like in
the inside case, regular cycles are observed, followed by the loss of engagement of the forward
gripper. The next crochets follow, working toward the back. As the last gripper reaches the
alternative course and loses its ability to engage, the first reaches the vertical surface. One by
one, the grippers regain their ability to engage as the rest of the crawler’s segments reach the
vertical surface.
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Crochet Engagement, Outside Case Simulation
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Figure 33 Crochet engagement while navigating the alternative course. Binary variables are
multiplied by a constant for visual clarity.
Figure 34 shows muscle activation through the simulation, zoomed in on the portion
where the crawler is on the alternative course. As has been seem previously, muscle activation
is regular entering the alternative course. Increased chatter is seen through the inside course,
with some irregularities as changing conditions are met. Finally, the crawler exits the course
with more regular, albeit chatter-prone, activation.
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Muscle Activation, Outside Case Simulation
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Figure 34 Muscle activation while navigating the outside course. Binary variables are multiplied
by a constant for visual clarity.
Segment-specific gravity is shown in figure 35. Unlike the prior simulations in this
chapter, segment-specific gravity in this simulation increases to ℊ>f… , decreases back to 0, and
then returns to ℊ>f… while on the alternative course. Here, it is apparent that each segment
encounters this in a similar pattern, as evidenced by each curve having similar geometry.
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Effective Gravity, Outside Case Simulation
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Figure 35 Effective gravity. Curves are displaced vertically by a constant for visual clarity.
Once again, robust gait is seen through evenly progressing gait cycles, anterograde
crochet engagement and muscle activation, and repeatable gravitational loading. In both the
inside and outside cases, the range of ℊ>f… mimicked that of ℊ in the planar case. Figure 36
compares the ranges found.
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Figure 36 Comparison of ranges of Gmax for the different scenarios.
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These two cases represent the final piece in applying Schuldt’s model to a curved
surface, particularly when that curved surface represents the transition zone between two
other surfaces. For the model to be robust in this scenario, it needs to be adaptable to a gait
cycle that doesn’t involve all of the crochets. Through these simulations, that has been
demonstrated.
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4. Conclusion
A. Review of Contributions
This paper aims to demonstrate the robustness of the robustness of Schuldt’s model for
a caterpillar-like soft-body robot with reflex-based, local sensing control for travel over curved
terrain. This is motivated by the notion that curved terrain can be an adequate surrogate for
the transition zone between uneven planar terrain and because real-life terrain isn’t always
planar. To demonstrate robustness, a computer simulation was developed to model the
behavior of the robot. As stated in the introduction, this thesis proposed the following two
contributions:
1. Proposed that crawling on non-planar terrain can be modelled one-dimensionally by
accounting for changing gravity and body distortion from curling.
2. Demonstrated, utilizing this non-planar model, that reflex-based crawling can be robust
on a wide array of non-planar terrain.
After describing Schuldt’s model and its limitations with regards to non-planar terrain, a
modified version of the model was introduced in chapter 3. The simulation of gait over curved
terrain is modeled with respect to two key factors: gravity and substrate geometry. While the
prior work assumes all body segments face the same gravitational load, the loop solver
successfully simulated gait under the varied gravitational load a robot would experience
traversing a curved surface. However, when the curved surface begins to resemble a corner,
the crawler must adapt by traveling a course that doesn’t follow the substrate (with its crochets
unable to reengage during this time). Two models were proposed (one for a convex curve and
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the other for a concave curve) to explore the ability of the crawler to traverse the corners.
Once again, successful gait was simulated.
B. Future Work
While this paper presents evidence that a caterpillar-like soft-bodied robot can
successfully navigate a number of non-planar environments, to say the number of scenarios
presented here is exhaustive would be a falsehood. With this in mind, future work could
further examine possible environmental scenarios. However, it would likely be necessary to
adapt the model presented by Schuldt and modified here to more accurately reflect twodimensional motion. While the model has served its purpose well to this point, it has likely
been taken as far as it can go.
Towards the goal of a more accurate model, future work should investigate a specific
sensing suite. This will increase simulation fidelity in a couple of useful ways. Primarily, it will
allow for greater accuracy in the type of data available to the muscle and crochet controllers.
Additionally, it will further constrain the size, weight, and shape of the body segments, which
have been largely approximated in this thesis. Another set of considerations of Jumbo
importance that need to be explored are turning and navigation. Future work will need to
examine the feasibility of including navigation hardware and the actuation to turn left or right
relative to the substrate. All of this will ultimately lead to a more accurate simulation, with will
hopefully inform the construction of a robust prototype (and then “mass-produced” version) to
follow.
Key to development of a real-life crawler will be development of grippers to fill the role
of crochets. The crochets serve as a prime motivation for modelling the crawler after a robot
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due to their passive control and low-energy attachment mechanism. Transferring these
advantages over to a mechanical crawler will be critical. Trimmer et. al. demonstrated the
viability of utilizing a retractable silicone-based gripping pad for this purpose.31 Their research
showed that the pad could instantaneous apply <100 mN of localized traction (which is more
than 5x higher than required force that has been found experimentally32). Other work has
investigated the use of granular material that flows around and grips a substrate.33 Future
work could explore applying such attachment techniques to the model presented here.
C. Broader Impact
It is intended that this thesis will fit into a broader stream of work advancing soft-bodied
robotics. Here, the modified model demonstrated robustness over a wide array of system and
environmental parameters. With this work, the body of evidence supporting reflex-based
crawling has been expanded. Robotics engineers interested in further developing soft-bodied
systems now have an additional tool to utilize. Of course, the control law is only one
component of a robotics system. Combined with novel grippers, new materials, and innovative
manufacturing techniques, the possibilities are numerous. One day, a reflex-based crawler
could be searching a disaster zone for survivors, or being used for less-invasive in-vivo
diagnostics or interventions. It is the hope of the author that this thesis has contributed toward
these goals, both for the better of humanity, and for science.
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Appendix A-Code
i. Loop Solver
%Timing
t0=0;
int=.005;
tfinal=1200;
n=tfinal/int;
%Gait Cycle initializations
v=0;
vf=45;
ct=1000;
cl=ct;
%Data Collection
z=zeros(n,12);
y=zeros(n,4);
h=zeros(n,4);
j=zeros(n,4);
x=zeros(n,1);
s=zeros(vf,7);
u=zeros(n,5);
%System Parameters
lbar=1;
DR=1.5;
Apos=0.7;
Avel=0.012;
Aacc=0.2;
xbar=0.4;
g=0.1;
p=40; %non-dimensional curvature, which is referenced as the equivalent
radius of curvature in the text
rminimum=0.7;
con=2;%1 convex, 2 concave
%System initilaization
i=0;
q=zeros(12, 1);
r=[1 1 1 1 DR lbar 0 0 0 0 0];
q0=[5*lbar 0 4*lbar 0 3*lbar 0 2*lbar 0 lbar 0 xbar 0];
%Laplacian initializations
A=0;
B=0;
C=0;
D=0;
V1=0;
V2=0;
V3=0;
V4=0;
CrocOn=[0 0 0 0];
for t=t0:int:tfinal
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tf=t+int;
i=i+1;
x(i)=i;
[t, q]=ode45(@(t,q) FiveSegmentTrailerPassColNDVaryGMinR(t,q,r), [t; tf],
q0);
q0=q(end,:);
z(i,:)=q(end,:);
y(i,:)=[4*r(1) 3*r(2) 2*r(3) r(4)];
%Distance Laplacian/Muscle Activation
A=(-q0(1)+2*q0(3)-q0(5));
B=(-q0(3)+2*q0(5)-q0(7));
C=(-q0(5)+2*q0(7)-q0(9));
D=(-q0(7)+2*q0(9)-q0(11));
PhiA=((-q0(1)+2*q0(3)-q0(5))<0);
PhiB=((-q0(3)+2*q0(5)-q0(7))<0);
PhiC=((-q0(5)+2*q0(7)-q0(9))<0);
PhiD=((-q0(7)+2*q0(9)-q0(11))<0);
PhiE=0;
%Velocity Laplacian
V1=-q0(2)+2*q0(4)-q0(6);
V2=-q0(4)+2*q0(6)-q0(8);
V3=-q0(6)+2*q0(8)-q0(10);
V4=-q0(8)+2*q0(10)-q0(12);
%Data Logging
h(i,:)=[4*PhiA 3*PhiB 2*PhiC PhiD];
j(i,:)=[A 2*B 3*C 4*D];
u(i,:)=[r(7) r(8) r(9) r(10) r(11)];
if r(1)==0
if (((q0(1)-q0(5))>Apos) & (abs(q0(4))<Avel) & ((-2*DR*V1-A+(PhiAPhiB)-r(8))<Aacc))& (CrocOn(1)==0)
r(1)=1;
end
elseif r(1)==1
if (-A+(PhiA-PhiB)-r(8))>(Aacc)
r(1)=0;
end
end
if r(2)==0
if (((q0(3)-q0(7))>Apos) & (abs(q0(6))<Avel) & ((-2*DR*V2-B+(PhiBPhiC)-r(9))<Aacc)) &(CrocOn(2)==0)
r(2)=1;
end
elseif r(2)==1
if (-B+(PhiB-PhiC)-r(9))>Aacc
r(2)=0;
end
end
if r(3)==0
if (((q0(5)-q0(9))>Apos) & (abs(q0(8))<Avel) & ((-2*DR*V3-C+(PhiCPhiD)-r(10))<Aacc))&(CrocOn(3)==0)
r(3)=1;
end
elseif r(3)==1
if (-C+(PhiC-PhiD)-r(10))>Aacc
r(3)=0;
end
end
if r(4)==0
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if (((q0(7)-q0(11))>Apos) & (abs(q0(10))<Avel) & ((-2*DR*V4-D+(PhiDPhiE)-r(11))<Aacc))&(CrocOn(4)==0)
r(4)=1;
end
elseif r(4)==1 %will this be triggered by changing r(4)?
if (-D+(PhiD-PhiE)-r(11))>Aacc
r(4)=0;
end
end
Vec1=CourseMinR(q0(1), g, lbar, p, rminimum, con);
r(7)=Vec1(1);
Vec2=CourseMinR(q0(3), g, lbar, p, rminimum, con);
r(8)=Vec2(1);
CrocOn(1)=Vec2(2);
Vec3=CourseMinR(q0(5), g, lbar, p, rminimum, con);
r(9)=Vec3(1);
CrocOn(2)=Vec3(2);
Vec4=CourseMinR(q0(7), g, lbar, p, rminimum, con);
r(10)=Vec4(1);
CrocOn(3)=Vec4(2);
Vec5=CourseMinR(q0(9), g, lbar, p, rminimum, con);
r(11)=Vec5(1);
CrocOn(4)=Vec5(2);
if i>cl & (r(1)==1|CrocOn(1)==1) & (r(2)==1|CrocOn(2)==1) &
(r(3)==1|CrocOn(3)==1) & (r(4)==1|CrocOn(4)==1)
if v<vf
v=v+1;
s(v, 1)=q0(1);
s(v, 2)=q0(3);
s(v, 3)=q0(5);
s(v, 4)=q0(7);
s(v, 5)=q0(9);
s(v, 6)=q0(11);
q0(11)=q0(11)+0.4;
cl=i+ct;
end
end
end

ii. ODE Function File
function qdot=FiveSegmentTrailer(t, q, r)
DR=r(5);
lbar=r(6);
g0=r(7);
g1=r(8);
g2=r(9);
g3=r(10);
g4=r(11);
%Muscles
A=((-q(1)+2*q(3)-q(5))<0);
B=((-q(3)+2*q(5)-q(7))<0);
C=((-q(5)+2*q(7)-q(9))<0);
D=((-q(7)+2*q(9)-q(11))<0);
E=0;
%Distance Laplacian
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DL1=-q(1)+2*q(3)-q(5);
DL2=-q(3)+2*q(5)-q(7);
DL3=-q(5)+2*q(7)-q(9);
DL4=-q(7)+2*q(9)-q(11);
%Velocity Laplacian
VL1=-q(2)+2*q(4)-q(6);
VL2=-q(4)+2*q(6)-q(8);
VL3=-q(6)+2*q(8)-q(10);
VL4=-q(8)+2*q(10)-q(12);
xdot1=q(2);
vdot1=(2*DR*(q(4)-q(2)))-(q(1)-q(3)-lbar)-g0;
if r(1)==0
xdot2=q(4);
vdot2=-2*DR*VL1-DL1+(A-B)-g1;
elseif r(1)==1
xdot2=0;
vdot2=0;
end
if r(2)==0
xdot3=q(6);
vdot3=-2*DR*VL2-DL2+(B-C)-g2;
elseif r(2)==1
xdot3=0;
vdot3=0;
end
if r(3)==0
xdot4=q(8);
vdot4=-2*DR*VL3-DL3+(C-D)-g3;
elseif r(3)==1
xdot4=0;
vdot4=0;
end
if r(4)==0
xdot5=q(10);
vdot5=-2*DR*VL4-DL4+(D-E)-g4;
elseif r(4)==1
xdot5=0;
vdot5=0;
end
xdot6=0;
vdot6=0;
qdot=[xdot1; vdot1; xdot2; vdot2; xdot3; vdot3; xdot4; vdot4; xdot5; vdot5;
xdot6; vdot6];
end

iii. Course File
function vec=CourseMinR(x, g, l, ratio, min, type)
radius=6*l/ratio; %ratio is the non-dimensional curvature
rmin=min;
off=0;
if radius>=rmin
if x<=10*l
Gout=0;
elseif x>10*l & x<((10*l)+(pi*radius/2))
Gout=g*sin((x-(10*l))/radius);
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else
Gout=g;
end
elseif type==1 %convex
if x<=10*l+rmin
Gout=0;
elseif x>10*l+rmin & x<((10*l)+rmin+(pi*rmin/2))
Gout=g*sin((x-((10*l)+rmin))/rmin);
off=1;
elseif x>((10*l)+rmin+(pi*rmin/2)) & x<((10*l)+rmin+(pi*rmin))
Gout=g*sin((x-((10*l)-rmin)-(pi*rmin/2))/rmin);
off=1;
elseif x>((10*l)+rmin+(pi*rmin)) & x<((10*l)+rmin+(3*pi*rmin/2))
Gout=g*sin((x-((10*l)+rmin)-(pi*rmin))/rmin);
off=1;
else
Gout=g;
end
else %type=2 Concave
if x<=10*l-rmin
Gout=0;
elseif x>10*l-rmin & x<((10*l)-rmin+(pi*rmin/2))
Gout=g*sin((x-((10*l)-rmin))/rmin);
off=1;
else
Gout=g;
end
end
vec=[Gout; off]; %Gout is segment specific gravity. Off determines
whether the crochet is disengaged.
end
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